SMILE MAKEOVER
A smile makeover also known as a smile rejuvenation is easily done today and can change your total
appearance in a very short time.
Due to wear over time along with periodontal disease and or having piecemeal dentistry performed a
little at a time, your smile and facial esthetics can severely suffer to the point that you feel self
conscious about smiling and cover your mouth when you smile.
By improving the periodontal structures, reshaping teeth, replacing old dental restorations, correctly
shaping and positioning teeth which provide support for the lips and cheeks, we can restore your
smile to that beautiful youthful look that you never thought possible.
The process starts with a consultation with the doctor so that the patient can express their concerns
and desires. This enables the doctor and patient to decide together what options can be used and the
results that can be achieved to give the patient the look they desire.
Some of the options we consider today are tooth reshaping to even out the smile and create a more
symmetrical look. We may replace old crowns where the metal underneath has been exposed due to
the change in gum tissue with new type full porcelain crowns where there is no metal underneath.
Many times we will take impressions of the patients teeth and make a set of study models. We then
perform our changes on the models in wax and then meet again to evaluate the models and discuss
the resulting changes to determine if our goals are met.
We also may include porcelain veneers as an option to change a contour or color of
some teeth to obtain the desired result.

We also look at the gum tissue and determine if any

improvement in gum tissue is necessary to obtain that balanced symmetrical youthful appearance.
All this is done today, painlessly and in a short amount of time.
Once we agree on the course of treatment, this then becomes our blueprint for our course of action.
We then have a goal to work towards and the actual work begins.
Then by combining our procedures and commitment to excellence done in the office, along with the
unique cooperation of our skilled laboratory technicians, we are able to create your new beautiful
look.
The final contribution is you. The end result being your highly customized dental esthetics that
provide you with the esthetics and function and comfort that you desire.

